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Channel Precoding With Small Envelope Variations
for �=4-QPSK and MSK Over Frequency-Selective

Slow Fading Channels
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Abstract—This paper presents channel precoding schemes to
combat intersymbol interference (ISI) over a frequency-selective
slow fading channel in wireless communication systems using 4
shifted quadrature phase-shift keying or minimum shift keying.
Based on the dimension partitioning technique, the precoders pre-
distort the phase of the transmitted symbol in the forward link to
combat ISI, keeping the transmitted symbol amplitude constant.
The proposed schemes can ensure the stability of the precoder even
in equalizing a nonminimum-phase channel, combat ISI without
increasing the complexity of portable unit receivers, and reduce
the envelope variations of transmitted signals such that power-ef-
ficient nonlinear amplifiers can be used for the precoded signals
without causing a significant undue distortion. Theoretical anal-
ysis and simulation results are presented to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed channel precoding schemes.

Index Terms—Channel precoding, equalization, intersymbol
interference (ISI), minimum shift keying (MSK), 4 shifted
quadrature phase-shift keying ( 4-QPSK), slow frequency-se-
lective fading.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N A wireless communication system, transmitted signals
often arrive at the receiver through more than one path, due

to reflection, refraction, and scattering of the radio waves, a
phenomenon known as multipath fading. Transmitted signals
passing through a multipath fading channel suffer from ampli-
tude fluctuation, phase distortion, and propagation delay spread.
In high-bit-rate transmission, the delay spread of the channel can
be larger than the transmitted symbol interval. This results in in-
tersymbol interference (ISI), which dramatically degrades trans-
mission performance [1], [2]. Channel equalization is widely
used to mitigate the effect of ISI [3], [4]. Decision-feedback
equalizer (DFE) is the most popular nonlinear equalizer. How-
ever, DFE has an inherent error propagation problem. Also,
when coded modulation is used to further improve transmis-
sion performance, the combination of the Viterbi decoder with
a DFE is not straightforward if decoded decisions or tentative
decisions are to be used in the DFE. This is because DFE re-
quires delay-free decisions for feedback and, in a coded system,
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such decisions are not sufficiently reliable. The problem can
be solved at the expense of the receiver complexity, such as
by using parallel decision feedback decoding (PDFD) [5] and
decision-feedback noise prediction with interleaving (DFNPI)
[6]. In a wireless system, the complexity constraint of the bat-
tery-powered portable unit is more stringent than that of the base
station, as the availability of compact, light, handheld portable
units is vital. Thus, the PDFD and DFNPI schemes can be used
in the reverse link but are not desirable for use in the forward
link where the receiver is the portable unit.

One way to maintain the low complexity of the portable unit is
to move channel equalization functions in the forward link from
the portable unit receiver to the base-station transmitter [7]. This
technique is called precoding or preequalization. Channel pre-
coding was originally proposed for time-invariant channels such
as a subscriber loop. As wireless mobile channels are in general
time-varying, in order to apply channel precoding techniques
to a wireless mobile system, certain mechanisms should be in
place to ensure that the channel time-varying components (such
as the Doppler effect) are accurately tracked and compensated.
Consider the time-division duplex (TDD) operation, where the
forward link and the reverse link of a duplex channel transmit
alternately on the same frequency band. For slow fading chan-
nels, under the assumption that the channel characteristics are
approximately time-invariant within the duration of one data
frame, the estimated channel characteristics of the reverse link
obtained at the base-station receiver can be used for the forward
link transmission. A precoder at the base-station transmitter can
use the available channel information to preequalize the signal to
counter the ISI effect. The precoding technique can achieve both
portable unit simplicity and ISI reduction. Moreover, powerful
coded modulation techniques with Viterbi decoding can be com-
bined easily with the precoding to further improve the system
performance [8], [9]. Theoretically, a linear precoder with a
transfer function equal to the inverse of the channel transfer
function can be used. However, when the fading channel is not
minimum phase, the linear precoder becomes unstable. Several
nonlinear precoding schemes [10]–[14] have been developed to
ensure the stability. Each of the precoding schemes is proposed
for a particular modulation scheme. Tomlinson–Harashima (TH)
precoding [10], [11] is a classical nonlinear precoding technique
for pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) over a band-limited
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. A precoding
scheme using dimension partitioning is proposed in [14] for
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) over a wireless fading
dispersive channel. The precoder predistorts only the transmitted
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Fig. 1. A functional block diagram of the precoding system.

symbol phase and keeps a constant transmitted symbol ampli-
tude. Precoding for removing ISI introduced by pulse-shaping
filters has also been investigated [15], [16]. In this paper, the dis-
crete information-bearing symbol (at baseband) representing the
modulated signal over each symbol interval at passband before
the transmitter filtering is referred to astransmitted symbol,and
the modulated signal at passband after the transmitter filtering is
referred to astransmitted signal.

In wireless communications, in order to meet specified out-
of-band spectral emission requirements, signals are bandpass
filtered at the transmitters prior to transmission. A widely used
bandpass filter is the raised cosine filter. In the North America
digital cellular systems (IS-54) [17], a raised cosine filter is split
into two square-root raised cosine filters: one for the transmitter
and one for the receiver. After filtering, the side lobes of the
transmitted signals are suppressed and the band-limited signals
will no longer have a constant envelope. When a power-efficient
nonlinear amplifier (e.g., class C) is used to amplify the trans-
mitted signal, the nonlinearity of the transmitter power ampli-
fier tends to spread the signal frequency spectrum and hence de-
creases the spectrum efficiency. The degradation increases for a
scheme with a larger signal envelope dynamic range. As a result,
modulation schemes with small envelope variations are desired
for wireless communications [18]. For example, PSK with small
envelope variations such as4 shifted QPSK ( 4-QPSK) or
MSK with constant envelope is preferred to amplitude modula-
tion such as QAM. On the other hand, TH precoding is not suit-
able for wireless transmission, as it introduces significant am-
plitude variations to the transmitted signal. Keeping precoded
symbol amplitude constant is one way to reduce transmitted
signal envelope variations, as in the precoding for QPSK pro-
posed in [14]. However, the QPSK precoding does not elimi-
nate any occasional phase shifts of rad that contribute to
large transmitted signal envelope variations after filtering. The
envelope variations degrade the spectrum efficiency when the
precoded signal is amplified by a nonlinear amplifier.

In this paper, we investigate channel precoding with small
envelope variations for 4-QPSK and MSK. The newly
proposed precoding techniques maintain a constant transmitted
symbol amplitude and eliminate abrupt phase shifts ofrad
to achieve better output spectral characteristics and to allow the
use of a power-efficient nonlinear amplifier without an undue
distortion. The performance of the precoding techniques is
analyzed mathematically and by computer simulations. Numer-
ical results demonstrate that the proposed channel precoders

are effective in combating ISI, and the precoding scheme for
4-QPSK can achieve a smaller envelope variation than the

standard 4-QPSK.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the

communication system model where the proposed precoding
schemes are used. In Section III, the principles and operations of
the newly proposed channel precoding techniques are presented.
The transmission performance of the system using the proposed
precoding techniques is analyzed theoretically in Section IV.
Numerical analysis results and computer simulation results of
the transmission performance are presented and discussed in
Section V. Section VI gives the conclusions of this research.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 shows the functional block diagram of the wireless
communication system under consideration. For simplicity, it
shows only one base station and one portable unit linked by a
wireless channel. This system uses time-division multiple ac-
cess (TDMA) in TDD with asymmetric channel equalization.
The modulation scheme is 4-QPSK or MSK. In multiple ac-
cess, users share the allocated radio spectrum in the time do-
main. Time is partitioned into data frames, and each frame con-
sists of a number of time slots. With TDD, each user is allo-
cated some slot(s) for the forward link and other slot(s) for the
reverse link. Transmissions from various users are interlaced in
the frame using the same frequency band. When the transmis-
sion rate is high, the fading dispersive channel introduces ISI
to the received signal. In the reverse link from the portable unit
to the base station, a DFE at the base-station receiver is used
to combat the ISI. The channel estimator estimates the channel
impulse response based on the tap coefficients of the DFE. For
a slow fading channel, the channel characteristics are assumed
to be nearly unchanged during one frame. Hence, the estimated
channel characteristics in the reverse link can be used in the pre-
coder at the base-station transmitter to preequalize the signal
transmitted in the forward link. The error propagation of the
DFE may result in channel information estimation errors. How-
ever, for slow fading channels, powerful tracking algorithms can
be applied to suppress fast variation components in the channel
estimation due to decision errors in the DFE and due to addi-
tive Gaussian noise, so that the estimation errors can be greatly
reduced. In the system, most of the channel equalization func-
tion is performed in the base station, and the complexity of the
portable unit can be greatly reduced.
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With high-bit-rate transmission, the delay spread of the
channel can be larger than the transmitted symbol interval.
The transmission channel is then modeled as a frequency-se-
lective slow fading channel. The complex impulse response of
the channel at the baseband for distinct propagation paths
can be described as [19]–[21]

(1)

where , , and are the amplitude response, phase
shift, and propagation delay for theth path, respectively, and

is the impulse at . at any is Rician
distributed if there is a line-of-sight (LOS) path, and Rayleigh
distributed otherwise. On the other hand, the amplitude response
of the delayed paths is usually Rayleigh dis-
tributed with the phase response uniformly distributed
over [0, 2 ]. For simplicity, assume . As a result,
the channel impulse response can further be simplified to

(2)

where . For slow fading channels, we as-
sume that and are time-invariant over each frame.

With coherent detection, we can represent the wireless trans-
mission system equivalently at baseband. Consider the baseband
effective channel, which consists of the transmitter filter, the
physical wireless channel, and the receiver matched filter. If we
sample the output of the matched filter at the end of each symbol
interval, the received symbol sequence is given by

(3)

where , is the sequence of coefficients of the
equivalent discrete-time channel response, is the weighted
th transmitted symbol at the baseband (weighted by),

is the ISI, and is a discrete-time white
Gaussian noise sequence.

III. PRECODINGWITH SMALL ENVELOPE VARIATIONS

In the following, the new precoding schemes with small en-
velope variations are developed for4-QPSK and MSK based
on the dimension partitioning concept. We first assume
and then discuss the case when . For completeness, the
concept of dimension partitioning for precoding QPSK signals
[14] is first reviewed.

A. Precoding for QPSK Using Dimension Partitioning

In (3), given , if the desired received symbol (ISI and
noise free) is , then the transmitted symbol after precoding
should be . However, when the channel is not min-
imum phase, the amplitudeof the transmittedsymbolapproaches
infinity. To overcome the precoder instability, TH precoding for
2 2 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) generates the
transmitted symbol , where
is referred to as truncated ISI, 2 is the magnitude of the real

Fig. 2. The signal space partitioning for the QPSK precoding.

and imaginary parts of the 4-QAM symbols, andand are
integers such that both the in-phase and quadrature components
of the precoded symbol are in the range . Truncating
ISI from to is done by modulo-2 arithmetic operation
to the in-phase and quadrature components of the ISI, respec-
tively. At the receiver, the desired symbol is recovered from the
received symbol by the same modulo arithmetic operation. The
TH precoding predistorts the transmitted symbol amplitude to
achieve both ISI-free transmission and the precoder stability
via the modulo arithmetic operation.

The precoding scheme for QPSK [14] is developed based on
the TH precoding with some modifications. To achieve a con-
stant transmitted symbol amplitude, denoted by, in the two-di-
mensional (2-D) signal space, the precoded symbol should be on
the circle centered at the truncated ISI with radius. This circle
is referred to as ISI circle. The precoder finds the best signal
point (denoted by for the th symbol) on the circle, which
corresponds to the minimum transmission error rate. To illus-
trate the process of finding the best signal point, the 2-D signal
space of QPSK is partitioned into 16 square regions with sides
2 , labeled with (corresponding to the four infor-
mation symbols in QPSK), as shown in Fig. 2. Regions with the
same label represent the same 2-bit information symbol. The
truncated ISI is always in the regionat the center (referred to
as base region ). If , the ISI circle always
stays in the nine shaded regions and overlaps with the regions
representing all four different phases of QPSK signals [22]. Cor-
rect detection can be achieved as long as the signal applied to
the decision device lies in the correct decision region. The best
signal point on the ISI circle is the one (in the region for the in-
formation symbol) that has the largest distance from the region
boundaries. The output of the precoder is .

The precoding for QPSK intends to limit envelope variations
of the transmitted signal by keeping a constant transmitted
symbol amplitude. However, it does not avoid the phase shifts
of rad between successive symbols, which can make the
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envelope go to zero after filtering. Thus, the precoding process
in discrete -spaced moments without any constraint on the
phase of precoded symbols can still have a large envelope
variation from time to time, which may mean a substantial
instantaneous bandwidth expansion after a power-efficient
nonlinear amplifier. The bandwidth expansion is not desired in
wireless communications as each user is allowed to transmit
only in the strictly assigned frequency band.

B. Precoding for 4-QPSK

The 4-QPSK signal constellation consists of two QPSK
signal constellations offset by 4 relative to each other. The
two signal constellations are used alternatively from symbol to
symbol. At any symbol interval, a signal point is chosen from the
QPSK constellation to represent the two information bits. The
even-numbered symbols can have phases4 and 3 4,
whereas odd-numbered symbols can have phases 0,2, and

. There are a total of eight possible signal points, and the phase
change between any two consecutively transmitted QPSK sym-
bols is limited to the set 4 3 4 5 4 7 4 . To rep-
resent the 4 phase shift between the two QPSK constella-
tions, let the four regions shown in Fig. 2 represent the phases

4 and 3 4 for even-numbered symbols and the phases
0, 2, and for odd-numbered symbols. As a result, in the
following discussion, we focus on one QPSK signal constella-
tion to represent the four QPSK signals of either odd-numbered
or even-numbered symbols.

1) Precoding: The first step in the precoding is to obtain the
truncated ISI from the known channel information and the
previously transmitted signals. According to the position of the
ISI, the phase represented by each region is determined. The
best signal point on the ISI circle in the correct region is then
determined, and the precoded symbol is the difference between
the best signal point and the truncated ISI, i.e., . The
main issues in the precoding are how to define the meanings of
the signal regions and how to find the best signal point.

a) The signal regions:Due to the special arrangement of
square regions in a partition, each region does not always rep-
resent the same phase of the transmitted symbols [14]. The ac-
tual ISI before truncation can lie in any region, but the truncated
ISI can only lie in the base region. Hence, the real ISI and
the truncated ISI have different reference region patterns sur-
rounding them. During precoding, the best signal point is on the
ISI circle centered at the truncated ISI; however, the received
signal is on the corresponding circle centered at the actual ISI.
After the modulo arithmetic operation, the received signal may
not be shifted to the region specified in the precoding procedure.
For example, in Fig. 3, the actual ISI lies in regionand the
desired signal point is in region. At the receiver, the received
signal is truncated to (after the modulo arithmetic opera-
tion), which lies in region , as shown in Fig. 4. As a result, the
meanings of the signal regions should be determined such that

1) no matter what the combination of is, the pattern
of and does not change;

2) the ISIs located in the regions with the same label have
the same reference pattern surrounding them;

3) the phases represented by each partition of and
after the modulo operation are the same.

Fig. 3. An example of the precoding procedure for�=4-QPSK.

Fig. 4. An example of the decoding procedure for�=4-QPSK.

The relation between and the phases represented by
each region after the modulo operation is developed and illus-
trated in Fig. 5. As the pattern of the signal space partitioning
is fixed (independent of the actual carrier phase of the original

4-QPSK symbol), in finding the best signal point, cases of
the desired phase in and regions, respectively, are
considered instead of their actual phases such as4 3 4, etc.

b) The best signal point:The signal point must lie on the
ISI circle to keep a constant transmitted symbol amplitude. In
choosing a point from the ISI circle as the best signal point, two
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Fig. 5. Relationship between (u ; v ) and the region pattern for the
�=4-QPSK precoding.

criteria are considered: transmission accuracy and carrier phase
change between adjacent precoded symbols. The best signal
point should give a low BER and, at the same time, should avoid
a phase change close to or equal toin order to reduce the en-
velope variation of the transmitted signal after filtering.

The transmission accuracy can be represented by the proba-
bility that the received signal lies outside the correct decision re-
gion. For easy calculation, the noise effect on the received signal
is translated to that on the best signal point. The probability of
the received signal’s lying outside the correct decision region is
equal to the probability of the additive Gaussian noise shifting
the best signal point to another signal region. From Fig. 6, as-
suming that the probability of shifting the best signal to another
region with the same label is very small, if the best signal point

lies in region , i.e., , the probability
that the received signal lies outside the desired decision region
is [14]

(4)

Fig. 6. Symbol error probability with the best signal point(x; y).

where and is the
standard deviation of the discrete additive Gaussian noise com-
ponent ( ) sampled at the output of the receiver matched filter.
Similar calculations of the error probability can be done for
other desired decision regions [23]. In general, the transmission
accuracy measure function can be defined as

(5)

where and are some integers such that
. The smaller the value of , the

better the transmission accuracy.
Let be the th precoded symbol, and let

be the phase change between the adjacent
symbols. It is desired that the phase change should stay far away
from . Here, we define a phase change measure as

(6)

The smaller the value, the smaller the envelope variation and
the better the precoder performance.

Taking into account both the transmission accuracy measure
and the phase change measure, the final function for evaluating
a signal point on the ISI circle for the th symbol is defined as

(7)

where is the relative weighting factor of the transmission ac-
curacy measure to the phase measure. To find the best signal
point, the arc of the ISI circle in the desired decision region
is divided into small segments. The number of segments in-
creases with the length of the arc. The coordinates of the end-
points of each segment are substituted into (7). The point with
the smallest value of the function is chosen as the best signal
point. The best signal point is a function of the additive noise
power of the received signal. As is a monotonically de-
creasing function of and is simply a scaling factor in all
the functions in (4), the effect of on the value of in
(7) and therefore the choice of the best signal point can be com-
pensated, to a large extent, by a proper choice of the weighting
factor . Note that, without the phase change constraint, the pre-
coder does not require the knowledge of the noise power [14].
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As a result, in practical implementation, the estimation of the
value can be avoided by using typical values of bothand
for the target propagation environment. To achieve a smaller

envelope variation, the best signal point may have a larger BER
than the one without the phase shift measure. Even though the
signal is precoded symbol by symbol, the phase change con-
straint will result in a smaller envelope fluctuation of the pre-
coded signal as compared with the QPSK precoding in [14]. The
reduced envelope variation is obtained at the cost of the trans-
mission accuracy.

4-QPSK is proposed to achieve less envelope variations
as compared with QPSK [18], in the absence of ISI. However,
when precoding is used in the presence of ISI, the advantage of
using 4-QPSK would be reduced if no constraint on the phase
change of the precoded symbols is considered. This is because
the phase of the precoded symbol depends on the ISI and is
therefore a random variable. The constraint on the phase change
is essential to ensure small envelope fluctuations in the presence
of ISI. When the ISI is not severe, the degree of the randomness
in the precoded symbol phase is limited. Using4-QPSK in-
deed reduces envelope fluctuations even with precoding.

2) Decoding: After passing through the dispersive channel,
the th received symbol is

(8)

To recover the signal, the decoder at the receiver applies the
same modulo-2 arithmetic operation on the received signal.
The signal after the modulo operation is

(9)

for some integers and such that both the real and imagi-
nary parts of are in the range of . The decision de-
vice determines the phase represented bydepending on the

and values, according to the relations shown in Fig. 5.
When coded modulation is used to further improve the trans-
mission accuracy, a Viterbi decoder should be implemented at
the receiver after decoding the precoded signal. To combine de-
modulation with Viterbi decoding for better performance, the
decoder of the precoded signal should not make a hard decision
on the transmitted coded symbols. As a result, the Viterbi de-
coder input should include , in addition to and . Even
though how to map the value of to the Viterbi de-
coding metrics needs further investigation, it is expected that the
interconnection of the decoder for the precoding and the Viterbi
decoder is straightforward, as the ISI component at the input of
the Viterbi decoder has been significantly reduced (if not com-
pletely removed) by the precoding and decoding process prior
to the Viterbi decoding.

In the example illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, an even-numbered
symbol with phase of 7 4 is transmitted, ,
and the truncated ISI locates in the left half of the region.
Hence, the best signal point is in the left region. At the re-
ceiver, and lies in region ; therefore, the
decoder will determine the signal phase as 74, which is a cor-
rect detection.

Fig. 7. The signal space partitioning for the MSK precoding.

C. Precoding for MSK

MSK is binary continuous-phase frequency-shift keying
(CPFSK) with the modulation index . The phase
continuity is maintained at any time instant to produce a constant
envelope. The phase transition over a symbol interval depends
on information transmitted, i.e., , where

for symbol “1” and for symbol “0.” Due to
the constraint of continuous phase, the signal constellation of
MSK is similar to that of QPSK, even though MSK is a binary
modulation scheme. In the MSK signal constellation, one of
two message points is used to represent the transmitted symbol
at any one time, depending on the initial phase for the symbol
interval. In coherent detection of the MSK signal, the phases at
the beginning and the end of the symbol interval are estimated,
each based on the received signal waveform over the two-symbol
interval, and then an estimate of , , is obtained [24].
The receiver decides that a “1” was sent if , and
“0” otherwise. To obtain correct detection, the estimated phase
difference only needs to fall between 0 andfor symbol “1”
and between 0 and for symbol “0.” For convenience, the
phase reference is rotated by2 such that a phase difference
between 2 and 2 corresponds to symbol “1” and a phase
change outside the range corresponds to symbol “0.” Therefore,
in precoding, the signal space is divided into partitions of two
distinct regions, and , representing phases 2 and 2,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 7. The ISI circle always stays in the
shaded area and intersects the two regions.

Similar to the precoding for 4-QPSK, the first step to
precode the signal is to truncate the estimated ISI through the
modulo operation such that both in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents of the truncated ISI are in the range [0, 2]. According
to the position of the actual ISI, the decision region of the desired
signal is determined. Since the region pattern repeats every
two rows, if is even, region represents 2 and region
represents 2, and vice versa otherwise. At each sampling
moment, the point on the ISI circle with the lowest error proba-
bility is chosen as the best signal point. Between two sampling
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moments, the phase of the precoded signal changes smoothly
from one point to another to maintain the phase continuity, in
order to keep the constant transmitted signal envelope as in
MSK without precoding. The difference between the best signal
point and the truncated ISI will be the precoded signal. Since the
precoding scheme scrambles the precoded phase,and vary
from symbol to symbol. As a result, the orthogonality between
the original MSK signals no longer exists, and the precoded
signal is a variant form of binary CPFSK. Note that the precoding
for MSK is no longer -spaced because the precoded signal has
continuous phase and hence constant envelope.

As shown in Fig. 7, the signal space is partitioned only in the
-axis direction. As a result, the-coordinate of the best signal

point does not affect the transmission BER. The-coordinate
of the best signal point depends on the ISI and the transmission
information symbol, which determines the decision region. If
the decision region is , the -coordinate is

(10)

Otherwise, if the decision region is chosen as, the -coordi-
nate depends on the position of the ISI. Without loss of gener-
ality, assume . This requires that . The
-coordinate is

if

if

if

if .

(11)

After passing through the multipath channel, the received
symbol is detected by coherent demodulation. To recover the
transmitted information symbol, the decoder at the demodulator
applies the samemodulo-2arithmetic operationon the received
symbol such that both the real and imaginary parts of the symbol
are in the range . If is even, the decision device
determines that the phase represented byis 2, and 2
otherwise. The phase difference between successive symbols is
then found, and the transmitted information symbol is estimated.

D. First Path Fading Estimation

In developing the new precoding schemes, it is assumed that
the first path of the multipath fading channel does not experience
fading, i.e., . However, the assumption is not valid in
reality. For , the estimated ISI is normalized with
respect to and the normalized ISI is used in the precoding
scheme. Therefore, (4) corresponds to

(12)

Also, in order to counter the effect of the phase distortion, the
precoded signal is multiplied by before being transmitted.

After passing through the multipath fading channel, the re-
ceived signal is scaled by . Therefore, a scaled decision region
size and transmitted amplitude should be used in decoding, i.e.,
2 and should be used instead of 2and . In a slow
fading channel, remains approximately the same over a data
frame. The value of can be estimated at the base station and
then sent to the mobile receiver; or the base station can send a
predefined training sequence of a few symbols for the receiver
to estimate the value. The sequence should be designed in
such a way that the symbols from the delayed paths cancel each
other, which makes it possible to estimate the first-path ampli-
tude fading . As an example, consider a four-path channel,
i.e., in (3). The received signal at theth symbol in-
terval is

(13)

For 4-QPSK, the symbol sequence01, 00, 10, 00, 10, 11, 01,
00, 01, 11, 01, 11, 10can be chosen as the training sequence,
corresponding to the phase sequence, 5 4, 0, 5 4, 0, 4,

, 5 4, , 4, , 4, 0 . Similarly, for MSK, the symbol
sequence 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0can be chosen
as the training sequence, corresponding to the phase sequence

2, , 3 2, , 3 2, 0, 2, , 2, 0, 2, 0, 3 2 with
the initial phase (for ) being set at zero. As a result, the
amplitude fading of the first path can be estimated as

(14)

where follows a Gaussian distribution with mean and
variance 3. In general, for an -path channel, we can obtain
an estimated , which is Gaussian distributed with mean
and variance for , if a training sequence of
symbols is sent. The accuracy of the estimation increases with
the length of the training sequence.

Since the effect of first path fading is cancelled at the receiver,
the compensation factor 1 can be avoided at the transmitter.
As a result, the transmitted symbol amplitude can be kept con-
stant even in the case that the main path experiences deep fading,
and the precoder stability can be achieved.

IV. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

Performance analysis of the newly proposed precoding
schemes is carried out under the following assumptions.

1) The channel has two propagation paths ( ) with
the delay difference equal to. The first path experiences
Rician fading or Rayleigh fading, and the second path
experiences Rayleigh fading.

2) The precoder has accurate channel information such that
the estimated ISI is accurate.

3) The noise introduced by the channel is AWGN, and the
message symbols are equiprobable.

4) The first path fading estimation at the receiver is accurate.
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5) The transmitter has an accurate estimate of the additive
noise power in the 4-QPSK precoding, which is neces-
sary to find the best signal point.

For a slow fading channel, the channel response is approxi-
mately time-invariant over one data frame. Therefore,

, , , , where , , ,
and are random variables. Then, theth received symbol in
the frame is

(15)

Without loss of generality, assume and .
The ISI is . Since is uniformly distributed
over [0, 2 ] for the Rayleigh faded path, the combined phase
( ) is also uniformly distributed over [0, 2]. As
is Rayleigh distributed, the ISI can be split into independent
Gaussian distributed in-phase and quadrature components. If the
portion of power carried by the second path is 2(which is also
the variance because of the zero mean), the probability density
functions for the truncated ISI components, and , after
modulo-arithmetic operation and normalizing the ISI with re-
spect to the amplitude fading of the first path are

(16)

1) 4-QPSK: Given the amplitude fading and the best
signal point , the conditional probability of error

can be calculated using the same approach as that
given in [14]. The best signal point in general is a function of the
truncated ISI . Let and
denote the relation between the best signal point and the trun-
cated ISI; then the probability of error is

where is the probability density function of the first path
amplitude fading. Because the best signal point is determined by
the function and the phase shift, it is very difficult to obtain
the functions and to analytically describe the relation
between the best signal point and the truncated ISI. As a result,
the exact probability of error is difficult to calculate. However,
if we relax the constraint on the phase change between the adja-
cent precoded symbols and choose the best signal point simply
based on the criterion of minimizing the probability of error, we
obtain a lower bound of transmission error. The lower bound
can be evaluated in the same way as that given in [14].

2) MSK: Correct detection is achieved if the absolute phases
of the current symbol and previous symbol are correctly de-
tected or if both the phases are incorrectly detected and the
phase change is correct. Each information symbol “0” or “1”
corresponds to an MSK symbol phaseor , where
and for an even-numbered symbol, and
and for an odd-number symbol, given that the initial
symbol phase is zero. Letand be the correct ab-
solute phase and detected absolute phase of theth transmitted
symbol, be the conditional probability of ,
or , given that . It can be shown [23] that the proba-
bility of correct detection is . Different from

4-QPSK, the coordinates of the best signal point can be ex-
pressed as functions of the truncated ISI, as given in (11) and
(12). Therefore, the exact value of the error probability can be
calculated. Given and the truncated ISI , the con-
ditional probability of correct detection is

(17)

The conditional probabilities are independent of , as the
-coordinate does not affect the detection decision in the pro-

posed precoding. can be represented by decision region
or . If both cases are equally likely, from (17), the conditional
probability of error can be expressed as

(18)

For a given best signal point , the proba-
bility of wrong detection is

(19)

Given that the decision region is and given , from (10), the
conditional probability of error is

(20)

On the other hand, given decision region, , and the position
of the truncated ISI, from (11), the error probability is given by

if

if

if

if .

(21)
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As a result, given , the error probability is

(22)

where

Finally, the error probability is

(23)

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the performance of the newly proposed
precoding schemes based on the theoretical analysis given in
Section IV and based on computer simulation. As the precoded
MSK signal has a constant envelope, the main performance
measures of interest are BER for both4-QPSK and MSK
and envelope variations for 4-QPSK with bandpass filtering.
In the simulation, the same assumptions as those in perfor-
mance analysis are made, unless otherwise stated. The BER
performance is evaluated for various values of thefactor of
the first path Rician fading, defined as the ratio of the average
power carried by the LOS component to that carried by the
diffused component of the first path, and various values of the
received signal-to-noise ratio per bit, defined as the ratio of
the ensemble average of the received signal power per bit from
both paths to the variance of the input Gaussian noise. The
average power carried by the diffused component of the first
path and that of the second path are assumed to be the same.
The transmitted signal amplitude is one and the precoding
parameter is 0.75. The value of is changed by changing the
variance of the additive zero-mean Gaussian noise component.
The relative weighting factor is used. The diffusive
component with Rayleigh distributed amplitude fading is sim-
ulated using the “sum of sine waves” method [25]. The Rician

Fig. 8. Simulation results and analytical lower bounds for BER of�=4-QPSK
using the precoder.

Fig. 9. Simulation and analytical results for BER of MSK using the precoder.

fading of the first path is simulated by adding a time-invariant
LOS component to a Rayleigh distributed diffusive component.
It is assumed that both the precoder and the DFE have accurate
channel information, except when we investigate the effect of
first path estimation error on the performance of the precoded
system.

A. Effects of the -Factor

Figs. 8 and 9 show BER versus for 4-QPSK and
MSK, respectively, using the precoding schemes when the
value varies. Both the analytical BER and the corresponding
simulation results are given. The following observations can
be made.

1) For MSK, the analytical results match well with the sim-
ulation results. For 4-QPSK, the simulation results de-
viate from the analytical lower bound asincreases. The
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Fig. 10. Simulation results for BER of�=4-QPSK using the precoder and
DFE, respectively.

difference between the analytical bounds and the simula-
tion results is caused by the phase change constraint im-
posed in the precoding. As a result, the effect of the phase
change constraint on degrading the transmission accuracy
increases when the effect of the channel additive Gaussian
noise decreases.

2) When increases from to 0 dB, the performance im-
proves only slightly. This is because the first path under-
goes deep fading at a smallvalue. The reduced decision
regions with side of 2 in the precoding are very small,
and the noise effect becomes significant.

3) When increases from 5 to 10 dB, the performance is
improved significantly. At a large value, it is unlikely
for the first path to experience deep fading. The decision
regions are larger so that the effect of noise is reduced.

4) The phase change constraint in the precoding results in an
error floor for 4-QPSK at dB.

B. Comparison With DFE

Consider a DFE consisting of a three-tap feedforward filter
and a two-tap feedback filter. For a fair comparison, the DFE tap
coefficients are always adjusted to their optimal values under the
assumption that the receiver has accurate channel information.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the computer simulation results of the BER
performance when using the DFE for 4-QPSK and MSK,
respectively. For comparison, the corresponding BER curves
when using the precoder are also plotted in the figures. The fol-
lowing can be observed.

1) The DFE outperforms the precoders, especially at a large
value (such as dB), because the reduced

decision regions and the phase change constraint in the
precoding severely degrade the performance of the pre-
coders.

2) At a small value, the performance improvement of the
DFE over the precoder is not significant, mainly due to the
error propagation problem of the DFE. When the channel

Fig. 11. Simulation results for BER of MSK using the precoder and DFE,
respectively.

undergoes deep fading, the decision device is likely to
make bursts of decision errors. Asincreases, the con-
stant component of the first path gets stronger and the
noise effect is reduced.

If the accurate channel information is available to the DFE
and if the transmission system does not employ channel coding,
using the DFE at the portable unit receiver should be preferred
to using the precoder, as the better transmission accuracy
can be obtained without a significant increase of the receiver
complexity. However, with channel coding, if the functions of
the DFE and the Viterbi decoder are decoupled at the receiver
for implementation simplicity, the transmission accuracy can
be deteriorated significantly due to the unreliable zero-delay
decisions (required by the DFE) in Viterbi decoder and due
to the inherent error propagation of the DFE. As a result,
with channel coding and Viterbi decoding, the precoder is
expected to be a preferred choice if the receiver complexity is a
main concern. Further research is necessary to investigate the
tradeoff between the receiver complexity and the transmission
accuracy.

C. Effect of First Path Estimation Error at the Receiver

Fig. 12 shows the BER performance when the receiver es-
timates the first path amplitude fading from a training se-
quence of length and (i.e., no estimation
error), respectively, for both precoded MSK and4-QPSK in
a Rayleigh fading environment ( dB), under the as-
sumption that the first path phase distortionis accurately es-
timated and compensated for at the base-station transmitter. It
is observed that

1) as expected, the longer the training sequence, the better
the BER performance with the more accurate estimation
of the first path fading;

2) for the same training sequence length, the estimation
error has more impact on the BER performance as
increases.
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Fig. 12. BER when using precoders and the estimated�̂ at the receiver from
the training sequences of different lengths fork = �1 dB.

Fig. 13. BER fork = �1 dB when using precoders and the estimation error
of � is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and standard deviation�.

At a large value, the effect of noise is relatively minor and
the first path estimation error has a dominant effect on the BER
degradation.

Fig. 13 shows the BER performance with accurate estimate of
the first path amplitude fading for both 4-QPSK and MSK at

dB, under the assumption that the first path phase dis-
tortion is estimated (at the base-station transmitter) with an
error that is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and standard
deviation ( ) of 1 , 3 , and 5 , respectively. For comparison,
the results with an accurate estimation are also given in the
figure. It is observed that the precoding schemes are quite sen-
sitive to the phase estimation error. In particular, the estimation
error leads to a BER floor. As increases to a certain value,
further increase of may actually increase BER when there is
a phase estimation error. This is because the best signal point

TABLE I
ENVELOPE VARIATIONS (IN dB) OF �=4-QPSK WITH SQUARE-ROOT

RAISED COSINE FILTERING

of the precoding schemes needs to meet the phase change con-
straints. At a large , the phase change constraint is the domi-
nant factor in determining the best signal point, and a point very
close to the decision region boundaries can be chosen (as the
additive noise component is very small). In this case, a small
phase estimation error is very likely to result in a signal detec-
tion error.

D. Envelope Variations of 4-QPSK

To study the envelope variations, we generate the transmitted
signal after the transmitter filter by simulating the transmitter
equivalently at baseband using Matlab Simulink software
package. The in-phase and quadrature components of the trans-
mitted symbol are first converted to two-spaced rectangular
waveforms, respectively. Each of the waveforms is first applied
to a 1/sinc filter for sinc compensation and then applied to a
square-root raised-cosine filter for the baseband pulse shaping
[26], with the rolloff factors being 0.35, 0.5, and 0.7,
respectively. The filtered in-phase and quadrature components
are sampled, and the sampling interval is 1/10 of the symbol
interval. Let and denote the th sampled in-phase
and quadrature components after filtering, respectively. The
envelope of the th sample is . The average
envelope magnitude is always normalized to one, and the
envelope variation is defined as

(24)

in dB, where is the number of samples.
Table I gives the envelope variations in dB of 1) filtered

standard 4-QPSK signal and 2) filtered 4-QPSK pre-
coded signal over the two-path channel with dB
and dB. The envelope variations of the precoded

4-QPSK signal are smaller than those of the standard
4-QPSK signal. During the simulation, it is observed that

the probability of the phase change close to (but not equal to)
in the precoding decreases asincreases. For example, at

dB, the probability of the phase change in [34 5 4
deceases from 0.19 at dB to 0.04 at dB.
On the other hand, in the standard4-QPSK, both the phase
changes of 3 4 and 5 4 always have a probability of 0.25 to
occur. The phase change constraint, with in (7), in the
precoding indeed reduces the envelope fluctuations.
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Fig. 14. Power spectral density of the�=4-QPSK signals (at baseband)
without the filtering, with transmission rate of 2.43� 10 symbols/s.

Figs. 14 and 15 plot the power spectral density (PSD) of the
standard 4-QPSK and precoded 4-QPSK signals without
filtering and with the square-root raised cosine filter at

, respectively, where dB, dB, and the symbol
interval is s, corresponding to a transmis-
sion symbol rate of 2.43 10 symbols/s. It is observed that
the PSD of the precoded 4-QPSK signal is very close to that
of the standard 4-QPSK signal, except that the side lobes of
the precoded signal are slightly lower than those of the standard
signal. With the filtering, from Fig. 15 and the power spectral
densities for and , it is observed that, as
decreases, the bandwidth cutoff edge becomes shaper and the
main lobe is more severely distorted. Consequently, envelope
fluctuations increase as the rolloff factor decreases. As the pre-
coder suppresses the side lobes of the PSD, the envelope vari-
ations of the precoded signals remain limited even though the
side lobes are removed by the square-root raised cosine filters.
Extensive simulation/experiment on the PSD of the precoded
signals should be carried out for various fading environments,

Fig. 15. Power spectral density of the�=4-QPSK signals (at baseband) after
the square-root raised cosine filtering with the rolloff factor� = 0:35, with
transmission rate of 2.43�10 symbols/s.

as the PSD depends on the channel fading and time dispersion
conditions.

VI. CONCLUSION

Two new precoding schemes, one with small envelope
variations for 4-QPSK and the other with constant envelope
for MSK, have been developed for frequency-selective slow
fading channels, such as in indoor wireless communications.
The precoding schemes are intended to be used in high-rate
TDMA/TDD radio systems where ISI degrades transmission
performance significantly. Under the condition that the channel
fades slowly, the estimated channel information obtained
from the receiver in the reverse link is used to perform signal
precoding in the transmitter in the forward link. Based on the
concept of signal space dimension partitioning, the precoders
predistort only the phase of the transmitted symbol and keep
the transmitted symbol amplitude constant. To achieve small
envelope variations, phase shifts between successive symbols
are limited. In 4-QPSK precoding, BER is sacrificed to avoid
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the phase changes close to or equal to. In MSK precoding,
phase continuity is maintained at any time moment to maintain
a constant envelope. The advantages of using the proposed
precoding schemes are that

1) the effect of channel propagation time dispersion on
transmission accuracy degradation is reduced without
increasing the complexity of the portable unit receiver;

2) stability of precoders can be ensured even in preequal-
izing a nonminimum-phase fading channel;

3) envelope variations of transmitted signals are small in the
4-QPSK precoding and are eliminated in the MSK pre-

coding, and the use of a power-efficient nonlinear ampli-
fier does not introduce significant nonlinear distortion.

To continue this research, channel coding should be con-
sidered. Powerful coded modulation techniques with a Viterbi
decoder can be combined directly with the precoding to further
improve the system performance [8], [9]. This can be achieved
without a significant complexity increase of the portable unit,
as the channel equalization function is decoupled from the
Viterbi decoding process at the receiver. With channel coding,
the tradeoff on transmission accuracy and system complexity
between the precoding system and the DFE system needs
further investigation.
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